
 

  



 



 

Interna�onal Standard Serial Number (ISSN)

The ISSN (Interna�onal Standard Serial Number) is an eight-digit number which iden�fies periodical
publica�ons as such, including electronic serials. 

The ISSN takes the form of the acronym ISSN followed by two groups of four digits, separated by a hyphen.
The eighth character is a control digit calculated according to a modulo 11 algorithm on the basis of the 7
preceding digits; this eighth control character may be an "X" if the result of the compu�ng is equal to "10",
in order to avoid any ambiguity. 

The ISSN is linked to a standardized form of the �tle of the iden�fied serial, known as the "key �tle", which
repeats the �tle of the publica�on, qualifying it with addi�onal elements in order to dis�nguish it from
other publica�ons having iden�cal �tles.

ISSN in the digital environment

ISSN are assigned since the 1970s and universally accepted within the print publishing world as a means of
iden�fying the serials. Changes in the editorial prac�ces linked to the development of Internet and of the
digital technologies led the ISSN to evolve and to extend its scope to the whole con�nuing resources (i.e
"publica�ons that are issued over �me with no predetermined conclusion") whatever their physical
medium. 

Consequently, and from the end of the 1990s, ISSN are also assigned to electronic serials (online, CD-ROM,
DVD...) and to electronic "ongoing integra�ng resources" ( ie "con�nuing resources that are added to or
changed by means of updates that do not remain discrete and are integrated into the whole, and has no
predetermined conclusion") such as websites and databases.

GATR Journals' ISSN

Global Journal of Business Social Science Review (GJBSSR) 

E-ISSN 2289-8506, Quarterly Journal Print ISSN 2180-0421, Quarterly Journal

Accoun�ng and Finance Review (AFR) 

E-ISSN 0128-2611, Quarterly Journal Print ISSN 2636-915X, Quarterly Journal
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Journal of Business and Economics Review (JBER) 

E-ISSN 0128-259X, Quarterly Journal Print ISSN 2636-9184, Quarterly Journal

Journal of Finance and Banking Review (JFBR) 

E-ISSN 0128-3103, Quarterly Journal Print ISSN 2636-9176, Quarterly Journal

Journal of Management and Marke�ng Review (JMMR) 

E-ISSN 0128-2603, Quarterly Journal Print ISSN 2636-9168, Quarterly Journal
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Editorial Correspondence
Manuscripts for submission should be sent:

gatrjournals@gatrenterprise.com

Mailing address: 
VIS: Global Academy of Training and Research (GATR) Enterprise
IB Tower, Level 33, 8, Jln Binjai, Kuala Lumpur, 50450
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
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Copyright & Conflict of Interest

Copyright gives the holder sole rights over how others use their work. As an author, this means that which
copyright op�on you choose defines how researchers, scien�sts, policy makers, or anyone else who has an
interest in your research can use your work. 

Copyright has a �me limit (usually life of the author plus 40-70 years for a journal ar�cle) and the level and
type of protec�on offered varies between countries. Local and interna�onal laws and conven�ons mean that
the copyright is recognized and protected, to varying degrees, in almost every country in the world.

Copyright at GATR Enterprise
When publishing in GATR Journals, we ask you to assign copyright to GATR. When you assign copyright to
GATR, as part of the publica�on process, you will be asked to sign a copyright agreement. This will be done
once, your manuscript has been gone through the peer-review process, accepted, and moves into
produc�on.

When publishing in GATR Journals, we ask you to take consent of all authors. Men�oning that you, author(s)
agree that ar�cle will not be published elsewhere, in whole or in part without the consent of the GATR
Journals. The undersigned authors hereby transfer/assign or otherwise convey all copyright ownership of the
manuscript en�tled to the GATR Journals.

Conflict of Interest
Public trust in the scien�fic process and the credibility of published ar�cles depend in part on how
transparently conflicts of interest are handled during the planning, implementa�on, wri�ng, peer review,
edi�ng, and publica�on of scien�fic work.

A conflict of interest exists when professional judgment concerning a primary interest (such as pa�ents'
welfare or the validity of research) may be influenced by a secondary interest (such as financial gain).
Percep�ons of conflict of interest are as important as actual conflicts of interest.

Financial rela�onships (such as employment, consultancies, stock ownership or op�ons, honoraria, patents,
and paid expert tes�mony) are the most easily iden�fiable conflicts of interest and the most likely to
undermine the credibility of the journal, the authors, and of science itself. However, conflicts can occur for
other reasons, such as personal rela�onships or rivalries, academic compe��on, and intellectual beliefs.
Authors should avoid entering in to agreements with study sponsors, both for-profit and non-profit, that
interfere with authors' access to all of the study's data or that interfere with their ability to analyse and
interpret the data and to prepare and publish manuscripts independently when and where they choose.

GATR Journal's Retrac�on/Correc�on policy
Minor errors that do not affect the integrity of the metadata or a reader's ability to understand an ar�cle
and that do not involve a scien�fic error or omission will be corrected at the discre�on of the Publisher. In
such a case, the original ar�cle is removed and replaced with a corrected version. The date the correc�on is
made is noted on the corrected ar�cle.

Authors should also be aware that an original ar�cle can only be removed and replaced with a corrected
version less than one year a�er the original publica�on date. Correc�ons to an ar�cle which has a
publica�on date that is older than one year will only be documented by a Publisher's Note.
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Journal Policy & Ethics

Simultaneous Submission
Please view GATR Journals policy on Simultaneous Submission here
 

Research Fraud
Please view GATR Journals policy on Research Fraud here
 

Plagiarism
Please view the policy of GATR Journals on Plagiarism here
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Indexing of Journals

GATR Journals five �tles being indexed in several indices.

SCOPUS (Elsevier) (Under Evalua�on)

SCOPUS (Elsevier), officially named SciVerse Scopus, is a
bibliographic database containing abstracts and cita�ons for
academic journal ar�cles. It covers nearly 20,500 �tles from
over 5,000 interna�onal publishers, of which 19,500 are
peer-reviewed journals in the scien�fic, technical, medical,
and social sciences (including arts and humani�es). It is
owned by Elsevier. Searches in Scopus incorporate searches
of scien�fic web pages through Scirus, another Elsevier
product, as well as patent databases.

AFR I GJBSSR I JBER I JFBR I JMMR

Thomson Reuters (ISI-ESCI) (Under Evalua�on)

Web of Science™ Core Collec�on Emerging Sources Cita�on
Index (ESCI) is a new cita�on index by Thomson Reuters,
and now by Clarivate Analy�cs. ESCI complements the
highly selec�ve indexes covers pres�gious academic
Journals that publish peer-reviewed ar�cles recognized for
their significance and contribu�on to the regional academic
and reflects community, which welcomes high-quality
research publica�ons to boost its presence as an emerging
scien�fic voice. The ESCI, because of its vast coverage
across the science, business, social sciences, arts and
humani�es, provides access to leading interna�onal and
regional journals, offer �mely publishing, global outlook
and high scholarly impact. Inclusion in ESCI provides greater
discoverability which leads to measurable cita�ons and
more transparency in the selec�on process.

AFR I GJBSSR I JBER I JFBR I JMMR

EBSCOhost

EBSCOhost is an intui�ve online research pla�orm used by
thousands of ins�tu�ons and millions of users worldwide.
With quality databases and search features, EBSCOhost
helps researchers of all kinds find the informa�on they need
fast. EBSCO has partnered with libraries for more than 70
years by providing quality research content, powerful
search technologies and intui�ve delivery pla�orms. EBSCO
offers premium content through databases, e-books,
journals and magazines, as well as a versa�le discovery tool
for searching across all library resources. Its content and
feature-rich technology pla�orms serve the needs of
researchers at all levels, whether they access EBSCO
products at academic ins�tu�ons, schools, public libraries,
hospitals, medical ins�tu�ons, corpora�ons or government
ins�tu�ons.

AFR I JBER I JFBR I JMMR

Malaysian Cita�on Centre (MCC)

The Ministry of Educa�on (MOE) Malaysia ini�ated the
establishment of the Malaysian Cita�on Centre (MCC) in
2011. MCC is responsible for colla�ng, monitoring,
coordina�ng and improving the standard of scholarly
journal publica�ons in Malaysia. MCC will maintain a
cita�on system, named MyCite or Malaysian Cita�on Index.
MyCite will provide access to bibliographic as well full-text
contents of scholarly journals published in Malaysia in the
fields of Sciences, Technology, Medicine, Social Sciences
and the Humani�es. Besides this, MyCite will provide
cita�on and bibliometric reports on Malaysian researchers,
journals and ins�tu�ons based only on the contents within
MyCite. It is es�mated that there are over 500 Malaysian
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y y
journals, the contents of which needs to be made visible
globally so that Malaysian researchers can iden�fy
exper�se, areas of possible collabora�on, s�mulate use and
cita�ons.

AFR I GJBSSR I JBER I JFBR I JMMR

RePEc

Research Papers in Economics (RePEc) is a collabora�ve
effort of hundreds of volunteers in many countries to
enhance the dissemina�on of research in economics. RePEc
is a central index of economics research, including working
papers, ar�cles and so�ware code. The heart of the project
is a decentralized database of working papers, preprints,
journal ar�cles, and so�ware components. The project
started in 1997. Its precursor NetEc dates back to 1993. 

Sponsored by the Research Division of the Federal Reserve
Bank of St. Louis and using its IDEAS database, RePEc
provides links to over 1,200,000 full text ar�cles. Most
contribu�ons are freely downloadable, but copyright
remains with the author or copyright holder. It is among the
largest internet repositories of academic material in the
world. Leading publishers, such as Elsevier and Springer,
have their economics material listed in RePEc. RePEc
collaborates with the American Economic Associa�on's
EconLit database to provide content from leading
universi�es' working paper or preprint series to EconLit.

AFR I GJBSSR I JBER I JFBR I JMMR

EconPapers
EconPapers use the RePEc bibliographic and author data,
providing access to the largest collec�on of online
Economics working papers and journal ar�cles. The
majority of the full text files are freely available, but some
(typically journal ar�cles) require that you or your
organiza�on subscribe to the service providing the full text
file. EconPapers provides access to RePEc , the world's
largest collec�on of on-line Economics working papers,
journal ar�cles and so�ware.

AFR I GJBSSR I JBER I JFBR I JMMR

MyJurnal
MyJurnal is an online system used by Malaysia Cita�on
Centre (MCC) to collect and index all the Malaysian
journals. MyJurnal's main objec�ves are to increase access
to the contents of Malaysian journals to the global
community; and improve the visibility of contents, hence,
encouraging usage and genera�ng cita�ons to ar�cles
published. MyJurnal is provided by the Malaysia Cita�on
Centre, Ministry of Higher Educa�on, Malaysia.

AFR I GJBSSR I JBER I JFBR I JMMR

Index Copernicus Interna�onal Index Copernicus Interna�onal is an interna�onal,
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J-Gate

J-Gate is an electronic gateway to global e-journal literature.
Launched in 2001 by Informa�cs India Limited, J-Gate
provides seamless access to millions of journal ar�cles
available online offered by 13,232 Publishers. It presently
has a massive database of journal literature, indexed from
47,658 e-journals with links to full text at publisher sites. J-
Gate also plans to support online subscrip�on to journals,
electronic document delivery, archiving and other related
services.
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PlumX Metrics

PlumX Metrics are comprehensive, ar�cle-level metrics that
provide insights beyond tradi�onal cita�on metrics. PlumX
Metrics provide insights into the ways people interact with
individual pieces of research output (ar�cles, conference
proceedings, book chapters, and many more) in the online
environment. Collec�vely known as PlumX Metrics, these
metrics are divided into five categories to help make sense
of the large amount of data involved and enable analysis by
comparison. PlumX gathers and collates appropriate
research metrics for all types of scholarly research output.
In a compe��ve research landscape, PlumX offers metrics
to support your research impact footprint along with
analysis to assist in case studies or repor�ng requirements.
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Google Scholar is a freely accessible web search engine that
indexes the full text or metadata of scholarly literature
across an array of publishing formats and disciplines.
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index includes most peer-reviewed online academic
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disserta�ons, preprints, abstracts, technical reports, and
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UDL Edge Abstrac�ng and Indexing UDLEDGE was established in 2010 and rapidly became the
largest abstract and cita�on index database in the region.
Comprehensive overview of the world's research output for
over 600 disciplines of sciences, covering more than
129,000 journal �tles, 143,000,000 journal ar�cles and
conference proceedings, and 38,000,000 patents in mul�ple
languages from over 67,000 various ins�tu�ons and
publishers worldwide. GATR Journals are now indexed in
UDLedge Social Science & Humani�es Cita�on Index
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Scien�fic Indexing Services

Scien�fic Indexing Services (SIS) was founded by renowned
scien�sts. A group of 70 scien�st from various countries in
different disciplines are started SIS with specific objec�ve of
providing quality informa�on to the researcher. SIS offering
academic database services to researcher. It's mainly:
cita�on indexing, analysis, and maintains cita�on databases
covering thousands of academic journals, books,
proceedings and any approved documents SIS maintains
academic database services to researchers, journal editors
and publishers. SIS focuses on: cita�on indexing, cita�on
analysis, and maintains cita�on databases covering
thousands of academic journals.
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Interna�onal Ins�tute of Organized Research (I2OR) has
been established to promote various domains related to
Educa�on and Research around the globe to make it easily
accessible and more organized. A Team of Reputed
Researchers/Scien�sts have been working con�nuously to
make it possible. I2OR provides a much desired pla�orm for
Researchers, Editors, Publishers and Conference Organizers
through its exclusive services viz. Indexing of Research
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The Directory of Research Journal Indexing (DRJI) is to
increase the visibility and ease of use of open access
scien�fic and scholarly journals thereby promo�ng their
increased usage and impact. DRJI supply champion has
access to global-renowned content in all discipline areas
including magazine and journal ar�cles. We advocate,
educate, and provide the central resource for indexing. DRJI
encourages the par�cipa�on of all persons, groups, and
organiza�ons interested in indexing and related methods of
informa�on retrieval.
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Root Society for Indexing and Impact Factor Service
(roo�ndexing.com) is a society to provide indexing to all
types of online and offline journals ( ) to get interna�onal
visibility of research and also provide impact factor (RIF-
Root Impact Factor) to the journal to decide journal
visibility in the world of research. Lot of members are giving
their service to this society. It is a completely free service to
index any journal in the world. 

It helps user to find a suitable interna�onal journal to
publish their work. All indexed journals will be submi�ed in
all search engines, online libraries, social media etc to get
more researchers under a single pla�orm roo�ndexing.com.
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academic social impacts.
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provides access to quality controlled Open Access Journals.
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access scien�fic and scholarly journals that use an
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is to increase the visibility and ease of use of open access
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Cosmo Impact Factor
Cosmos Founda�on was founded by renowned scien�sts. A
group of 100 scien�st from various countries in different
disciplines are started Cosmos (2010) with specific objec�ve
of providing quality informa�on to the researcher. We offer
academic database services to researcher. We provide
impact factor and index of academic journals, books. We
maintain academic database services to researchers,
journal editors and publishers. Cosmos provides a detailed
report of individual journal for further improvement of
respec�ve journal overall look up and technical aspect for
be�er Impact Factor.
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Interna�onal Innova�ve Journal Impact Factor (IIJIF)
Interna�onal Innova�ve Journal Impact Factor (IIJIF) has
been established to promote various pla�orms related to
Academic and Research across the world to make it easily
accessible and more organized. IIJIF also evaluates Journal
Impact Factor (JIF) to set a benchmark for the quality of
Serial publica�ons across the world. Indexing of Journal
helps the research to get global excellence.
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Social Science Research Network (SSRN)

The Social Science Research Network (SSRN) is devoted to
the rapid worldwide dissemina�on of research and is
composed of a number of specialized research networks.
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Academia.edu
Academia.edu is a pla�orm for academics to share research
papers. The company's mission is to accelerate the world's
research. Academics use Academia.edu to share their
research, monitor deep analy�cs around the impact of their
research, and track the research of academics they follow.
Over 53 million academics have signed up to Academia.edu,
adding 19 million papers. Academia.edu a�racts over 36
million unique visitors a month.
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Academic Keys
AcademicKeys.com is the premier source for academic
employment. Our 18 discipline-focused sites offer
comprehensive informa�on about faculty, educa�onal
resources, research interests, and professional ac�vi�es
per�nent to ins�tu�ons of higher educa�on. More than
89% of the top 120 universi�es (as ranked by US News and
World Report) are pos�ng their available higher ed jobs
with AcademicKeys.com.
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ABSTRACT 

 
Objective - This research aims to identify a cultural theme embedded in entrepreneurial accounting and construct the 

form of entrepreneurial accounting. 

Methodology/Technique – A cognitive anthropology method is employed in this research to investigate the cultural 

atmosphere of entrepreneurial accounting. This is achieved by conceiving the atmosphere into informants’ 

(owner/entrepreneur-director) mind-set. The research was conducted at various Padang restaurants in Jakarta, Indonesia, 

that were classified into four groups based on their size and level of complexity. 

Finding and Novelty - Firstly, a number of cultural themes of entrepreneurial accounting are revealed among the four 

Padang restaurant groups. There are four similar cultural themes: (a) business process turbulence; (b) togetherness 

intensity; (c) informal control processes; and (d) formal control processes. Despite the fact that all of the restaurants 

have similar cultural themes, the elements embedded in each theme are different and require certain adjustments in the 

design of entrepreneurial accounting based on a profit sharing system. Secondly, a construction of entrepreneurial 

accounting coloured with a unique socio-cultural background was also discovered. This construction enables 

owner/entrepreneur-directors to execute work programs with a view to achieving the company’s goal to enhance 

performance, either financially or non-financially. 

Type of Paper: Empirical. 
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____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

1. Introduction  

The idea to construct entrepreneurial accounting stems from the notion that organizational control is a 

social process (Anthony & Govindarajan, 2007). Hence, a controller (owner/entrepreneurial-director) must 

have a sense of leadership, social skills, and a sense of entrepreneurship to control the business. This idea is 

supported by the fact that the control process adjusts with the environment (Islam, 2012).  
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This requires the owner/entrepreneur-director to have a sense of leadership and a proactive nature, to 

bring about innovation. Meanwhile, Kets de Vries (1996) notes that entrepreneurship is linked with the need 

for control, a sense of distrust, a desire for applause, and resort to primitive defence mechanisms.  

This means that entrepreneurship has been studied in relation to management accounting which is 

considered important to entrepreneurial accounting. The rationale for studying the cultural atmosphere of 

entrepreneurial accounting is the relationship between control (management accounting) and organizational 

culture. Collier (2005) states that social culture elements can cause subtle shifts in power and hence are able 

to buffer and modify the influence of formal, systems-based forms of control.  

One study that explores the relationship between accounting and entrepreneurship is research by Toms 

(2006) which emphasizes the change of varied accountability structures toward behavioural patterns of 

entrepreneurial learning. Collier (2005) reveals how an owner-director taking a position as an entrepreneur 

controls management through social control towards employees in order to enable them to suitably execute 

strategies to enhance performance. 

This construction of entrepreneurial accounting may allow entrepreneurship to rapidly develop because 

entrepreneurship is at the heart of economic growth. Entrepreneurs are important to foster economic growth 

by creating jobs and increasing economic output (Toms, 2006). Entrepreneurship has a positive impact on the 

microeconomics and macroeconomics of a country (Minniti & Lévesque, 2008). Entrepreneurship is not 

easy, and requires reliance on individual characters (DJankov et. al., 2006). Whether an individual is able to 

become an entrepreneur and create a successful business depends on their personality and existing cognitive 

abilities (Baron, 1998).  

The ability to conduct cost and benefit analysis is crucial in the realm of management accounting (Hilton, 

2013), and is regarded as one activity of entrepreneurial accounting. There are other calculations and analysis 

that an entrepreneur performs such as management accounting. This proves an important link between 

entrepreneurship and accounting, known as entrepreneurial accounting (Hanif, 2015c).  

Management accounting is flexible and has no standardization in its analysis and reporting. Hence, 

management accounting is open for modification. Owners/entrepreneur-directors may use their influence to 

create the required internal accounting by using the company’s socio-culture in an attempt to create an 

internal accounting system to foster harmony between economic interest and the company’s goals. 

Collier (2005) and Hanif (2015b) note that a company’s socio-culture can colour the process of 

management within the company. The terminology for “entrepreneurial accounting” was introduced by Hanif 

(2015b) in his research that investigates the meaning beyond a particular accounting practice in an 

entrepreneurial activity among Padang restaurants. Unfortunately, this research did not identify a complete 

construction of entrepreneurial accounting. Further research is needed to incorporate the cultural root of the 

society in which the entrepreneurial actors have been raised.  

A cognitive anthropology method is employed in this study to reveal the meaning of entrepreneurial 

accounting in its cultural root. It is assumed that the portrayal of an individual’s cultural atmosphere lies in 

the people’s cognition. This differs from that of entrepreneurship which employs a phenomenological 

method. It is expected that the research using the ethnography method develops a more established and 

comprehensive construction of entrepreneurial accounting.  

There is a slight difference in this research from that of with respect to the onsite observation object. The 

observation process of the latter was only conducted in a Sederhana Padang Restaurant Group (SPRG) 

whereas this research observes not only SPRG but also others i.e. Kebumen Community Padang Restaurant 

(KCPR), Minang Raya Group (MRG), and Pagi Sore Pak Nojo (PSPN). This research was conducted at four 

different Padang restaurant groups to observe the different construction of entrepreneurial accounting 

implemented in each location, with a particular focus on these particular factors: business size, socio-culture, 

and business complexity.  
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Based on the explanation above, the research question is formulated as follows: (1) How is 

entrepreneurial accounting interpreted by the community of the four Padang restaurant groups? (2) What is 

the construction of entrepreneurial accounting? 

2. Literature Review  

2.1. Entrepreneurship 

A discussion about entrepreneurship cannot go far beyond a discussion about an entrepreneur as the actor. 

An entrepreneur is a person who acts in the field of entrepreneurship and has an ability to identify, select and 

create new business opportunities. Ardichvili et. al., (2003) points out that an entrepreneur has a natural sense 

of creating a business opportunity through development and evaluation on what he or she has performed. An 

entrepreneur must certainly be able to conduct cost and benefit analysis as well as evaluation in order to 

create opportunity. The cost and benefit analysis is conversely a skill embedded within the heart of the 

entrepreneurs, even though it is poured into a general scheme, less detailed even only in the portrayal of the 

mind (memory accounting).  

In addition to a sense of calculation and analysis, Sexton and Bowman (1985) indicate that the uniqueness 

of an entrepreneur is that he or she can tolerate ambiguity and uncertainty. Future uncertainty is considered 

normal to an entrepreneur.  

Entrepreneurship in a comprehensive horizon. Duane Ireland and Webb (2007) state that strategic 

entrepreneurship describes an owner/entrepreneur-director’s efforts to collectively utilize the existing 

company’s competitive excellence while exploring new innovation that will create competitive excellence in 

the future. The model is described by Duane Ireland and Webb (2007) as a unique construction by which the 

owner/entrepreneur-director manages to create wealth. The dimensions of the model start with an interaction 

of entrepreneurial mindset and culture that generates entrepreneurial leadership. Entrepreneurial leadership 

leads itself to a strategic management of resources and creativity for new innovation in an attempt to grab a 

competitive advantage that will eventually generate revenue and create wealth. 

2.2. The Role of Entrepreneurial Economics 

The advancement and regression of a country considerably depend on its entrepreneurial success. The 

more entrepreneurial activity, the more jobs are created which leads to greater economic growth. In this 

regard, Schumpeter, an economist, states that entrepreneurship is a key determinant of a economy’s 

technological performance (Michelacci & Silva, 2007). 

Minniti and Lévesque (2008) suggest that there are more open questions to discuss in relation to 

entrepreneurship, for instance: how far does entrepreneurship contribute to economic growth? Are all types 

of entrepreneurial activities able to support the economic growth? 

Indeed, economists have long been interested in observing the entrepreneurship. Minniti and Lévesque 

(2008) state that an Ireland economist, Richard Cantilon, initiated these observation by defining 

entrepreneurship as an individual will to make a practice of economy in order to make profit from pricing 

found differently between two financial markets involving financial risks. More economists have appeared to 

analyze entrepreneurship with a focus on entrepreneurial behavior (Minniti & Lévesque, 2008). 

2.3. Entrepreneurship and Accounting 

The previous sections of this paper have explained that an entrepreneur is able to select and create new 

business opportunities. Those business opportunities might not be decided as one that promises benefit for 

future endeavor unless the entrepreneur has an ability to “read” its potential. The ability to conduct a cost and 

benefit analysis has been widely studied with respect to management accounting and control (Anthony & 
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Govindarajan, 2007; Hilton, 2013; Blocher et. al., 2013). The “interface” of cost and benefit analysis 

possessed by an owner/entrepreneur-directors indicates the concept of entrepreneurial accounting.  

On the other hand, an owner/entrepreneur-director is also able to engineer an innovative accounting 

system for a company, for example, in managing its’ human resources to increase human productivity to 

build the company’s wealth. Collier (2005) states that the owner/entrepreneur-director should adopt a socio-

cultural approach to manage their employees that will result in an approach known as mato based profit 

sharing which is used to increase employee productivity in a restaurant (Hanif, 2015a, 2017; Hanif et. al., 

2018). Hanif et. al., (2013, 2015), and Hanif (2017) suggest that mato means a load or a point. Mato is used 

in the management of Padang restaurants. Such management does not allow the employees and managers to 

receive monthly fixed wage and salary; instead, they receive fluctuating income on the basis of profit sharing 

in a particular period. All managers and employees are given a load or a kind of personal scorecard called 

mato. The mato one receives represents his or her right to the profit shared. The workers’ income or the 

managers’ is proportionally equal with the value of the mato one owns, which is measured using numbers. 

3. Research Methodology       

Where does a culture of a society lie? It lies in the minds of its’ people. The examination of an 

individual’s mind is known as cognitive anthropology. Is cognitive anthropology similar to cognitive 

psychology? Is it totally distinctive? Cognitive psychology is focused on the mind system of an individual 

whilst cognitive anthropology focusses on the mind system of a society in relation to people’s life 

experiences (Bender et. al., 2010). D’Andrade (1981) suggests that an interface exists between cognitive 

anthropology and cognitive psychology. Both cognitive concepts emphasize the interaction between 

processing and information. However, cognitive anthropology aims to identify how cultural information is 

constrained and shaped by the way the brain processes information. Meanwhile, cognitive psychology aims 

to determine how the machinery of the brain works with all types of information, including cultural 

information.  

Cognitive anthropology defines culture as a system of knowledge humans acquire through a learning 

process through which they interpret the world around them and set behavioral strategies to deal with it. This 

cognitive anthropology approach is used to examine the culture of entrepreneurial activities occurring in the 

community of Padang restaurants in Jakarta, Indonesia. Cognitive entrepreneurial accounting is consistent 

with the concept of entrepreneurial cognition (Baron, 1998). The researcher therefore unearths the cultural 

atmosphere of entrepreneurial accounting to be conceived into the minds of the community.  

Since the main actors in an organization have a strong influence on the form of the organizational culture 

of the company (Efferin & Hopper, 2007; Hanif, 2015b), this research focusses on the “culture” of 

entrepreneurial accounting in the minds of the main actors. The “cultural atmosphere” of entrepreneurial 

accounting is explored in the minds of the informants to construct the concept of entrepreneurial accounting.  

This research was conducted in four Padang restaurant groups. First, the Sederhana group is referred to as 

SPRG. Second, Kebumen community group is referred to as KCPR. Third, Padang Minang Raya group is 

referred to as MRG. Fourth is a group with no branches, which is referred to as PSPN. The data is collected 

using: (1) ethnographic records, being the result of onsite observations; (2) relevant artefacts, documents, 

transactions, and financial statements; and (3) in-depth interviews with informants. The informants are those 

with the most influence on the operation of the organization, namely, the owners, entrepreneurs and chief 

directors of the business groups (owner/entrepreneur-director).  
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4. Results 

The following table shows the cultural themes of entrepreneurial accounting and their elements which are 

classified according to the business groups of the Padang restaurants, namely SPRG, KCPR, MRG, and 

PSPN.   

 

 

Table 1. Cultural Theme of Entrepreneurial accounting for respective business groups of Padang Restaurant 

 

Padang 

Restaurant 

Group 

Socio-Cultural Meaning of Entrepreneurial Accounting 

Business Process 

Turbulence 

Togetherness 

Intensity 

Process Control Design of 

entrepreneurshi

p accounting for 

Performance 

Achievement 

Informal Control Formal Control  

SPRG Starting from 

scratch  

Confronting ups 

and downs in the 

business process  

Team work 

culture 

Togetherness 

proportion 

with mato 

system 

Investor 

involvement 

from middle 

class and 

modernists.  

High Intensity of 

the 

Owner/Entrepre

neur-Director’s 

influence 

Socio cultural 

control 

Unwritten norms 

Oral culture 

 High business 

complexity   

 High formal control 

intensity  

 High written norms 

intensity 

 Mato-based profit 

sharing accounting 

 More structured 

Modern administration 

influence 

Result of very 

hard work 

Focus on 

customer’s 

satisfaction 

Maximum profit 

gain 

Satisfaction of 

the employee, 

investor and 

owner  

Mato-based 

incentive 

(personal score 

card) 

KCPR Starting from a 

scratch  

Confronting ups 

and downs in the 

business process  

Team work 

culture 

Togetherness 

proportion 

with mato 

system 

Investor 

involvement 

from middle 

class and 

modernists. 

High Intensity of 

the 

Owner/Entrepre

neur-Director’s 

influence 

Socio-cultural 

control 

Unwritten norms 

Oral culture 

 Lower business 

complexity than that of 

SPRG 

Lower formal control 

intensity than that of 

SPRG 

 Lower written norms 

intensity than that of 

SPRG 

 Less complex Mato-

based profit sharing 

accounting   

 Traditional 

administration 

Result of very 

hard work 

Focus on 

customer’s 

satisfaction 

Maximum profit 

gain 

Satisfaction of 

the employee, 

investor and 

owner  

Mato-based 

incentive 

(personal score 

card) 

MRG Starting from a 

scratch  

Confronting ups 

and downs in the 

business process  

Mato-based 

incentive (personal 

Team work 

culture 

Togetherness 

proportion 

with mato 

system 

Absence of 

High Intensity of 

the 

Owner/Entrepre

neur-Director’s 

influence 

Socio-cultural 

control 

 Formal control  

 Written norms 

 Far less complex 

Mato-based profit 

sharing accounting 

than that of SPRG and 

KCPR 

Result of very 

hard work 

Focus on 

customer’s 

satisfaction 

Maximum profit 

gain 
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score card) 

 

investors Unwritten norms 

Oral culture 

Satisfaction of 

the employee 

and owner 

 

PSPN Starting from a 

scratch  

 

Very low 

Team work  

Absence of 

investors 

 

The lowest 

Socio-cultural 

control  

Oral culture 

 Absence of formal 

control 

 Memory accounting 

Result of very 

hard work 

Focus on 

customer’s 

satisfaction 

 

 

4.1. The Construction of Entrepreneurial Accounting in SPRG 

4.1.1. Business Process Turbulence 

SPRG was built from a scratch and experienced frequent failure. This business started from a small stall 

in 1972 in Central Jakarta. The management of this group has implemented profit sharing using a mato 

system although it has only a limited application to the owner/entrepreneur-director and the employees of the 

restaurant (Hanif, et. al., 2015; Hanif, 2015a; Hanif, 2015b; Hanif et. al., 2018). In its’ 46 years, it has 

expanded to include hundreds of branches and thousands of investors and employees. Its management has 

persistently implement existing mato-based profit sharing systems which have been modified to keep up with 

the development of the business.  

4.1.2. Togetherness Intensity 

Management of the company promotes kinship systems. The relationship between the 

owner/entrepreneur-director and the employees does not typically follow a hierarchy. All employees works 

together as a collective, known as gotong royong1, a local wisdom existing in Indonesian society. The profit 

gained is for all and is divided periodically to all employees and owner/entrepreneur-directors by the mato 

system. The mato load or personal card proportionally determines the amount received. This system 

promotes teamwork.   

On the basis of this togetherness value, the business is developed by developing cooperation with other 

parties to open new restaurant branches. The values of togetherness and gotong royong are maintained by the 

mato-based profit sharing system. Further, the system is developed to keep pace with existing circumstances. 

Where it was previously applied for two parties (owner/entrepreneur-director and employees), it is now used 

for three parties (owner/entrepreneur-director, employees and investors). This covers 50% for employees, 

35% for investors, and 15% for owner/entrepreneur-directors. 

Because the SPRG business has a promising prospect of high profit, a lot of parties are interested in 

joining this group. It has nearly 100 investors comprised of “the scholars” and educated or “office workers”, 

and ex-officials of Indonesia. These backgrounds differ from that of the owner/entrepreneur-directors that 

come from a humble family and did not experience “formal education”. This condition gives rise to certain 

consequences in the business processes including the accounting design and its control processes.  

                                                           
1 Gotong royong is a terminology in Indonesian Language which means a culture of cooperation on the basis of 

sincerity  
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4.1.3. Process of Control 

4.1.3.1. Informal Control 

Despite the fact that SPRG has turned into the largest and most successful Padang restaurant in Indonesia, 

the control process of the company remains dominated by the owner/entrepreneur-director through an 

informal social control. The owner/entrepreneur-director is inclined to rely on direct oral communication. 

The profit sharing accounting mato system, the culture of togetherness and local wisdom have a strong 

presence in SPRG in the modernization era (Hanif, 2017).  

4.1.3.2. Formal Control  

It is undeniable that business processes are holistically impacted as the complexity of business 

management increases. This includes the most important aspect being accountability. To comply with the 

rules of SPRG, the investors have no rights in controlling the company’s operation for which the 

owner/entrepreneur-director is responsible. The investors are able to control their investment using the 

reports produced by the owner/entrepreneur-director including financial statements.  

The complexity of the SPRG may be the result of the number of investors. The calculation of the portion 

owned by an investor is called a “finger”. A man has 20 fingers in total, “1 finger” equals to 1/20 (5%), “2 

fingers” equals to 2/20 (10%), and so forth. If he or she places an investment of “1 finger”, the investor has 

5% stock of the total deposited capital. Further, 20 investors may join one another to build a new restaurant 

branch and make a deal to invest “1 finger”.  

The investors themselves affect the atmosphere of the company due to their prior experience working in a 

formal organization and dealing with modern administration. As the complexity of the organization 

increases, the owner/entrepreneur-director must adjust their leadership style. This is reflected in their 

entrepreneurial accounting, being the profit sharing accounting mato system, which is progressively adapted 

with modern administration. 

4.1.4. Design of Entrepreneurial Accounting for Performance Achievement 

Entrepreneurial accounting is designed to satisfy the interests of all stake holders have in order to 

encourage employees to work harder and improve their performance. A mato-based profit sharing system can 

be used to increase personal satisfaction as it characterises employees as partners rather than laborers. All 

stake holders are given a load of mato (personal score card), and the profit based on the ratio of mato is 

evenly divided amongst them. The workers will, in return, achieve self-satisfaction; what they earn is what 

they strive for. The investors will also do the same with the flow of the investment, which brings the 

owner/entrepreneur-director both financial and non-financial advantages. The ability of the 

owner/entrepreneur-director and its management to use their influence to create and implement such 

accounting has made SPRG grow significantly to hundreds of branches across 15 provinces in Indonesia and 

even overseas.  

4.2. The Construction of Entrepreneurial Accounting in KCPR 

4.2.1. Business Process Turbulence  

Similar to SPRG, the owner/entrepreneur-director of the KCPR group has generally developed the 

business from scratch using trial and error, however, the business has gradually improved over time as the 

owner/entrepreneur-director has gained more experience. Nowadays, KCPR belongs to the middle-scale 

business group following the SPRG in terms of the number of employees and the amount of investment. 
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KCPR is owned and managed by a group of people from Kebumen2 in Central Java. Padang restaurant is 

managed by people from West Sumatera as well as anyone with the right amount of passion and willingness 

to be a part of the business. What makes them interested in this Padang restaurant business? It is its’ potential 

to grow and prosper in the market. In addition, these people have had an experience working in similar 

restaurant and are familiar with the business processes. 

4.2.2. Togetherness Intensity 

 Kebumen society is community within Minangkabau3 and is where the Padang restaurant was 

established. The characteristics of the people are similar in many ways; they love to help each other and work 

together. The profit sharing system is therefore highly successful in this area. Nevertheless, some differences 

exist in their cultural background. Kebumen people are Javanese whilst Minangkabau people come from 

West Sumatera. This affects the orientation of their business culture. Kebumen people are more commonly 

workers and professionals whilst the Minangkabau people are well-known as merchants.  

The establishment of KCPR was the result of Kebumen people with a sense of entrepreneurship. The 

profit sharing pattern applied in this area is similar to that of SPRG, which divides profit among three parties: 

owner/entrepreneur-directors, workers, and investors. The difference lies in the background of the investors. 

SPRG investors typically belong to the middle-upper class whilst KCPR investors predominantly belong to 

relatives living in Kebumen with farming backgrounds. The latter group may have more on their communal 

nuance, which has an impact on their control processes.  

4.2.4. Process Control 

4.2.4.1. Informal Control 

Applied in a similar way, the influence of the owner/entrepreneur-directors of KCPR is achieved through 

an informal control known as a social process. Direct and oral communication by means of social media is 

regularly used in this kind of control process which is maximized by holding a monthly social gathering. 

There is no written rule in this process, nor a legal agreement, however, the control is effectively understood 

by all employees and investors. The cooperation among these parties is grown based on the togetherness of 

being in one community. This fosters good communication which enables control processes to run 

effectively. Accountability of the business is frequently conducted informally and relies on mutual trust.   

4.2.4.2. Formal Control  

The owner/entrepreneur-director modifies the accounting using the socio-culture of KCPR as reflected 

from its modified profit sharing pattern. The pattern is similar to that used by SPRG; it is applied to three 

parties: owners, employees and investors. The profit is calculated and shared within each 100-working-day 

period. However, there seems to be a difference in the number of investors between the two groups. The 

SPRG does not limit the number of investors and they themselves have the right to control the business 

through book-keeping and financial statements.   

The number of investors in KCPR is, on the other hand, limited to two to three persons in order to achieve 

efficient operational control and improve decision making; however, one investor may invite others to join 

the group under his or her control. For example, three investors consisting of: Mr. A, Mr. B, and Mr. C who 

all have equal votes to control the restaurant may also have their own group of investors at the same time. 

This means that Mr. A could have 20 investors under his or her control, as could Mr. B and Mr. C. 

                                                           
2 Kebumen is the name of a residence located in Central Java, Indonesia. 
3 Minangkabau is another name used to refer to West Sumatera, Indonesia. The terminology of Minangkabau is used to 

emphasize the culture of West Sumatera society.   
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Further, the investors are also handled in a different way depending on their characteristics. For instance, 

SPRG investors come from urban people who are used to modernize management whilst KCPR investors 

come from farming backgrounds with limited funding. 

KCPR investors are socio-culturally more communal than SPRG investors. Each investor establishes a 

strategy to overcome funding problems by having a group of investors (Mr. A, Mr. B, Mr. C) invite more and 

more investors. The owner/entrepreneur-director’s own efforts may also attract new funding to meet the 

objective of control as the investors are only represented by 3 (three) major persons. The profit sharing 

accounting in KCPR organizations is also more communal and simpler in its implementation because it is not 

affected by modern aspects, unlike SPRG. 

The investors that generally join the main investors of KCPR are their own relatives who live in 

Kebumen, their hometown. This creates a mutually beneficial relationship among the cooperating parties. 

The relatives who happen to be farmers and live in the village are likely to place their investment in town on 

the KCPR business. Even though each person only makes a minor investment, for example “1 finger” (5%) 

as quoted from the terminology of SPRG, the total investment of Mr. A’s group might reach as much as 

100% once they are all pooled together. When this is added with the investment collected from the groups of 

Mr. B and Mr. C, these three groups have sufficient funding to open a new restaurant franchise. Thus, one 

franchise of KCPR can be owned by 60 persons on behalf of 3 partnerships, namely Mr. A, Mr. B, Mr. C. 

4.2.4. Design of Entrepreneurial Accounting for Performance Achievement 

 The design of profit sharing accounting in KCPR is similar to that of SPRG and aims to investigate 

the goal congruence point of all stakeholders. Employees will work harder because they may expect higher 

income “at this moment.” KCPR employees, like SPRG, do not receive a regular salary. What they earn is 

based on what they work for, in their attempt to serve quality products. This atmosphere will increase 

revenue and profits from which all parties earn their living. This system promotes maximum performance in 

both financial and non-financial sectors. The success of KCPR is largely due to word of mouth.   

4.3. The Construction of Entrepreneurial Accounting in MRG 

4.3.1. Business Process Turbulence 

Similar to the previous groups, MRG started its business from a small Padang restaurant. The 

owner/entrepreneur-director was previously an experienced employee working in a formal sector. He has 

worked in a bank for 10 years and is a university graduate. He realized that being an entrepreneur requires 

bravery to take risks beyond the expectation of earning limitless income. MRG has been on its journey for 

almost 15 years has spread over 6 branches. The owner/entrepreneur-director is not willing to involve 

external investors. Otherwise, the business process in MRG is not too dissimilar from that of SPRG and 

KCPR. 

4.3.2. Togetherness Intensity 

The expansion of MRG is managed by personal capital and profits of the business, which implicates 

entrepreneurial accounting. The profit sharing system applies to only two parties (owner/entrepreneur-

director and employees) as there are no external investors. Its accounting design is simpler than that of SPRG 

and KCPR although its employees are treated relatively the same as those of the latter groups.  
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4.3.3. Process Control 

4.3.3.1. Informal Control 

The owner/entrepreneur-director has a high degree of influence on the policies of the restaurant which is 

managed and owned by an ex-banker who was brought up in Minangkabau culture. In light of the business 

scale, each outlet of MRG resembles KCPR in terms of the number of employees and the amount of 

investment. Layout, neatness, and cleanliness are the primary concerns in addition to good tasting food, 

which is the focus of the restaurant. Since he has worked in a modern sector, the owner/entrepreneur-director 

of MRG manages the restaurant with more organisation and discipline than SPRG and KCPR. 

4.3.3.2. Formal Control  

The delegation of work and operational control within MRG is marginally distinguished from that of 

SPRG and KCPR. Profit sharing is calculated using a one-month-period. This implicates MRG profit sharing 

accounting despite the fact that the share covers the same portion of 50:50; evenly between the employees 

and the owner/entrepreneur-director. Therefore, the employees’ total earnings is divided for each individuals 

based on their particular load or mato. The mato level that each employee has differs according to their 

contribution.  

4.3.4. Design of Entrepreneurial Accounting for Performance Achievement 

Profit sharing accounting is designed to protect the interests of both owner/entrepreneur-directors and 

employees. The timeliness for submitting the profit and loss statements has an effect on the improvement of 

the company. What needs improving in the previous month is reviewed and quickly followed up for better 

performance in the following period. The measurement and reporting of the finances of the company upon 

the profit sharing is conducted within a one-month period instead of a three-month period adopted by SPRG 

or a 100-day period adopted by KCPR. This scheme enhances satisfaction for both the owner/entrepreneur-

director and employees.  

4.4. The Construction of Entrepreneurial Accounting in PSPN 

4.4.1. Business Process Turbulence 

PSPN belongs to the group of KCPR; however, the actor only manages 1 (one) outlet because he has 

decided not to allow other parties to invest. The owner of PSPN has experienced many conflicts with his 

cooperation scheme. The oral communication has been dominantly practiced upon all kinds of the 

cooperation and there is no order of conduct for sufficient administration.    

A sense of entrepreneurship closely relates to an ability to handle risk and failure. When we fail, we must 

try again. This sense does not seem to flourish in the heart of PSPN, unlike in SPRG, KCPR and MRG.   

4.4.2. Togetherness Intensity 

PSPN focusses on one outlet managed by his wife and one assistant. There is no profit sharing system 

among the employees although the business does make a profit. As a consequence, the business does not 

develop in the same way as SPRG, KCPR, and MRG. Thus, it is evident that a sense of entrepreneurship is 

required for the expansion of a business i.e. bravery to take risks, as well as high social skill.  
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4.4.3. Process Control   

PSPN has a very low level of either informal or formal control because it has no job delegation. In 

addition, PSPN management has a very simple financial administration which depends only on memory 

accounting; transactions are not well-listed.  

4.4.4. Design of Entrepreneurship Accounting for Performance Achievement  

PSPN requires a special design for its’ accounting. Its performance is focused on increasing customer 

satisfaction through the quality of the food, service and competitive prices. This business has in fact been 

quite successful despite the absence of any expansion. 

4.5. Summary of The Previous Discussion of Four Restaurant Groups for The Construction of Local 

Entrepreneurial Accounting 

Based on the previous discussion, it can be concluded that the construction of entrepreneurial accounting has 

the following characteristics:  
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Figure 1. The Construction of Entrepreneurial Accounting shows that it aims to help the owner-

entrepreneur-director realize the function of entrepreneurs to increase the financial and non-financial 

performance of the company. The observations of the four owners/entrepreneurs-directors representing the 

four business groups of Padang Restaurant portrays that the development of entrepreneurial accounting is 

contextual and localistic in nature. The owners/entrepreneurs-directors have ingenuity as businessmen and 

modify the entrepreneurial accounting by adjusting the profit sharing scheme according to the socio-cultural 

conditions of the company. Entrepreneurial accounting based on profit sharing using a mato system has 

therefore colored the accounting practices to meet the internal needs of a company (management accounting). 

5. Discussion 

Management accounting is one branch of accounting encompasses many topics including, but not limited 

to: behaviors in an organization, strategic management, cost and benefit analysis, information about 

accounting for internal management in a company, human resources management, and others (Anthony & 

Govindarajan, 2007; Hilton, 2013; Blocher et. al., 2013). Thus, there is no specific study that addresses 

entrepreneurial accounting. Further, some research examining the relationship between entrepreneurship and 

accounting has emerged, such as a study by Collier (2005) which found that entrepreneurial control can be 

used to explain that socio-culture is effective to manage and control human resources.  

The present research supports the findings of Collier’s research. The owner/entrepreneur-director of a 

Padang restaurant can ingeniously read the socio-culture of the organization and respond to it by adapting it’s 

accounting design. The socio-culture of Padang restaurant emphasizes the values of togetherness, teamwork, 

mutual trust, and a sense of belonging. The owner/entrepreneur-director having read the socio-culture of the 

organization determines the business management using a mato-based profit sharing system. When the socio-

culture develops or changes, the owner/entrepreneur-director will modify the accounting design so that it will 

remain a substantially mato-based profit sharing system. The so-called profit sharing accounting using mato 

system is in the realm of either management accounting (Hanif et. al., 2015; Hanif, 2015b; Hanif et. al., 

2018) or financial accounting (Hanif, 2015a, 2017). 

Entrepreneurial accounting that addresses management accounting can be portrayed in the management of 

control processes that are adapted to the employees’ socio-culture. This cultural nuance is dominated with 

togetherness, putting trust and openness forward as reflected from the selected accounting model employed 

in the management. Selecting informal ways to control a company’s operations is recommended in Collier 

(2005).  

From a modern organizational viewpoint, management control using formal budgeting can increase a 

company’s financial control and hence it’s financial performance. Otley (1978) notes that a well-managed 

budget can increase financial performance. Unfortunately, the budget is not accounted for in the management 

of a Padang restaurant; instead it uses a mato-based profit sharing system (Hanif et. al., 2015; Hanif, 2015b; 

Hanif et. al., 2018). The profit gained and shared based on mato system promotes the managers’ and 

employees’ performance although monthly-based budgeting and incentive scheme do not apply. 

The entrepreneurial accounting also includes the sphere of financial accounting in particular as an 

accountability tool of the company toward stake holders and is based on profit sharing with a mato system 

(Hanif et. al., 2015; Hanif, 2015a, 2017). Thus, this sort of accounting serves as a means of accountability of 

the company toward its’ investors and employees, in addition to serving as a tax guideline. 

To maintain the accountability of the company toward the employees in each restaurant franchise, 50% of 

the net profit is shared for the owner/entrepreneur-director and reported in the income statement. Since this 

has to be strictly accounted for, it must be free from unlawful interference with economic and other interest. 

Accounting as a means of accountability plays an important role in fostering mutual trust and to maintain 

working spirit. Accounting practices are intended to be based on fairness and transparency. Having had the 

policy, the three restaurant groups implementing mato-based profit sharing system will grow and expand 
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rapidly, unlike the PSPN group which does not apply the policy. PSPN remains stagnant and has never been 

better.  

6. Conclusion  

There are four cultural meanings of entrepreneurial accounting for the four Padang Restaurant groups, 

namely (1) business process turbulence; (2) togetherness intensity; (3) informal control processes; and (4) 

formal control processes. Despite the fact that all of the restaurants have similar cultural themes, the elements 

embedded in each theme are different which give rise to certain adjustment in the design of entrepreneurial 

accounting based on a profit sharing system. 

Entrepreneurial accounting is a skill that an owner/entrepreneur-director must have to conduct a 

successful business. The business opportunity is not to discover but to create with full awareness . The 

entrepreneur-director must realize that its’ accounting methods must be adjusted according to the 

development of the socio-culture of the business.  

The success achieved by the entrepreneur-director of SPRG and KCPR is due to their ability to create a 

business opportunity for restaurant development through innovation such as collecting capital from other 

parties who are willing to invest in the business. This innovation is in fact able to accelerate the growth of the 

restaurant. SPRG started from a small stall and has existed for 45 years. It now has over 150 branches with 

thousands of employees and branches spreading over 15 provinces in Indonesia and overseas. The 

owner/entrepreneur-director is able to read the socio-cultural development of the business group and create 

partnership accounting in accordance with the socio-cultural conditions.  

Similarly, the owner/entrepreneur-director of KCPR has created a business opportunity and modified the 

accounting practices accordingly. KCPR is more unique than SPRG in terms of managing the investors. The 

number of investors in SPRG required to open a new branch is unlimited whilst the number of investors 

required in KCPR is limited to a maximum of three persons who have the rights to collect funds from local 

people in Kebumen. MRG group has also developed quite successfully with its profit sharing system 

although it is only applied between the owner/entrepreneur-director and employees instead of investors. This 

represents the main difference in the concept of entrepreneurship implemented among MRG, SPRG, and 

KCPR groups. MRG business does not grow as fast as the others.  

The decision to operate a profit sharing scheme is therefore smart for these business groups. Profit sharing 

is also a form of social control which seeks to achieve optimal congruence between the company and the 

employees as well as to conceive a sense of belonging. The PSPN group does not compare to the SPRG, 

KCPR and MRG groups as it has minimal sense of entrepreneurship and is slower to develop than its 

counterparts. 

However, the results of exploring the cultural meaning of entrepreneurial accounting for each Padang 

restaurant group can be formulized and integrated into one construction of entrepreneurial accounting 

coloured with the unique socio-culture of the Padang restaurant as illustrated in Figure 1. Entrepreneurial 

accounting enables owner/entrepreneur-directors to execute work programs with a view to achieving the 

company’s goals, that is, to enhance performance either financially (multiplying company’s wealth) or non-

financially. 
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